**Exhibition**

Event Division, General Affairs, Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun
“14th Japan International SAMPE Symposium & Exhibition” Secretariat
1-4-1 Komincho, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 103-8548
TEL: +81-3-5644-7221 FAX: +81-3-5644-5921
E-mail: j.event@media.nikkan.co.jp
URL: http://www.nikkan.co.jp/eve/sampe/

**Symposium**

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Gifu University
1-1, Yanagido, Gifu-shi, 501-1193, JAPAN
TEL/FAX:+81-58-359-2400
E-mail: jisse14@gifu-u.ac.jp
URL: http://www.sampe.naaz.nagoya-u.ac.jp/jisse14/index.html

**Access to the fair site**

- **Rinkai Line (JR Keiyo Line, Subway “Yurakucho Line”)**
  Shinbashi Station—about 5 minutes—“Kokusai Tenjij" “Kokusai Tenjij”—about 15 minutes—“Odaiba Station
- **Tokyo Water Front New Transit, Shinko-ku “YURIKAMOME”**
  Shimbashi Station—about 25 minutes—“Kokusai Tenjij Seimon Station” “Kokusai Tenjij Seimon Station”—about 6 minutes—“Toyocho Station
- **Marine Transport**
  Minato Pier—about 20 minutes—“Tokyo Big Sight
- **Tokyo Metropolitan Bus**
  Marunouchi Yaesu Exit (JR Tokyo Station)—55 minutes—“Tokyo Big Sight
  Hamamatsucho (JR)—30 minutes—“Tokyo Big Sight

Tokyo International Exhibition Center
3-11-1 Ariake, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0003, Japan
http://www.big-sight.jp/english/
Exhibition Introduction

Every second year, SAMPE Japan Region holds JISSE (Japan International SAMPE Symposium & Exhibition). This year marks the 14th time in the running. This international meeting is a combination of a symposium and exhibition. The exhibition, JISSE-14, is jointly organized with Nikkan Kogyo Shim bun, and will showcase the latest advances in materials and processing engineering.

The industrial world has changed and developed dramatically thanks to the emergence of new materials. With the formation of the appropriate usage environment, advanced materials, best represented by compound materials, are being used primarily in Europe and the US to begin a new “industrial revolution”.

The time has finally arrived where the world needs to enter an “era of advanced materials becoming general industrial materials”.

These advanced materials will be used in a diversity of fields, from aerospace to leisure, and are expected to dramatically contribute to solving global issues such as energy, IT and the environment.

We will hold JISSE-14 based on our confidence in advanced materials and the progress of their application technologies, and because we see a future where they will impact technological innovation and the development of application fields.

Scope of Exhibits

Advanced materials and their technologies that realize weight reduction and high strength in a diversity of fields including automotive, aerospace, etc.

- Carbon fiber (PAN type, pitch type) filament, whisker, staple yarn, cloth, braid, chopped strand, milled fiber, felt mat, paper, compound, etc
- CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastic), CFRTP (carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic)
- C/C composite, prepreg, etc
- Aluminum, magnesium, titanium
- Engineering plastic, super engineering plastic, hardened plastic
- FRP, FRTP
- High tensile strength steel (H-TISS), stainless steel plate

Exhibiting Fee (1 booth)

1 booth (opening 2.07m by depth 2.07m by height 2.7m) of approximately 5㎡

SAMPE Members: 313,220 yen consumption tax incl. (before tax 320,000 yen)
Non SAMPE Members: 345,600 yen consumption tax incl. (before tax 360,000 yen)

Local Councils/Public Research Institutions: 270,000 yen consumption tax incl. (before tax 285,000 yen)
Universities: 106,000 yen consumption tax incl. (before tax 100,000 yen)

Application Procedures

Send Applications to: JISSE-14 Secretariat
C/O Event Division, General Affairs Office, The Nihon Kogyo Shim bun Ltd,
1-1 Nihombashi Kouroh, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103-8548
TEL: +81-3-9444-2721 FAX: +81-3-9441-8821
E-mail: jisse@ninko.co.jp
Application Deadline: July 31 (Fri), 2015
Application will be closed earlier than the deadline when all space has booked.

Exhibit Fee Payment: After your application form has checked, invoice will be issued. Please ensure payment is completed by November 3, 2015, one month before the beginning of the exhibition.

Account: THE RESINIA BANK LTD,
Tokyo Nihonbashi Shinko Bldg. 2-5-1, Kouro, Bunkyo-ku,
Tokyo 113-0044, Japan
TEL: +81-3-6704-1111
- TYPE OF ACCOUNT: Current
- ACCOUNT NO.: 056507
- ACCOUNT NAME: The Nihon Kogyo Shim bun Ltd
- SWIFT CODE: OWAJP

Change or Cancellation of Exhibit Contracts: For any changes or cancellations regarding booths already applied for, reasons must be submitted in writing and approval obtained by the event organizer.

(Schedule)

Exhibitor Orientation Session will be held on middle of September, 2015. On this day, exhibiting rules, notices about construction, electricity, moving-in and out, fire prevention etc. will be explained based on Exhibitor’s manual.

Jul. 31 (Fri) Application deadline
Middle of Sep. Exhibitor orientation session
Middle of Oct. Cut-off date for documentation
Nov. 30 (Mon) – Dec. 1 (Tue) Moving-in/Booth construction
Dec. 2 (Wed) – Dec. 4 (Fri) Event Duration (Moving-out/Dismantlement after exhibition finishes on 7:00, Dec. 4)
1 EXHIBITOR'S INFORMATION

COMPANY NAME:

PRESIDENT'S NAME:

CONTACT PERSON:

TITLE:

ADDRESS:

COUNTRY / ZIP CODE:

TEL:

FAX:

E-MAIL:

URL:

2 CO-EXHIBITOR (if any)

COMPANY NAME:

PRESIDENT'S NAME:

CONTACT PERSON:

TITLE:

ADDRESS:

COUNTRY / ZIP CODE:

TEL:

FAX:

E-MAIL:

URL:

3 SPACE RENT (Please ensure payment is completed by November 2, 2015, according to issued invoice)

BASIC BOOTH < 9 sq. meters minimum >

SAEMPE Members
NUMBER OF BOOTH ______________ × ¥313,200(including tax) = TOTAL SPACE RENT ¥

Non SAEMPE Members
NUMBER OF BOOTH ______________ × ¥345,600(including tax) = TOTAL SPACE RENT ¥

(Note) Your request will be highly considered; however, the organizer reserves the right to locate the exhibitors booth. Cancellation fee: Before the orientation day (Mid of September) 50% of exhibit fee

After the orientation day 100% of exhibit fee

4 EXHIBITING ZONE

[Material/Products]

☐ Carbon fiber (PAN type, pitch type) filament, whisker, staple yarn, cloth, braid, chopped strand, milled fiber, felt mat, paper, compound, etc
☐ CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastic)
☐ CFRTP (carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic)
☐ C/C composite, prepreg, etc

☐ Aluminum, magnesium, titanium
☐ Engineering plastic, super engineering plastic, foamed plastic
☐ FRP, FRTP
☐ High tensile strength steel (HTSS), special steel plate
☐ Ceramics, fine ceramics, lightweight glass
☐ Products and components for weight reduction and high strength
☐ Machinery, inspection/measurement apparatus related to the above technologies
☐ Other

5 LINK TO OFFICIAL WEBSITE

Are you requesting to link your official website to our webpage? [ ] Yes [ ] No

URL: http://

Exhibiting item (Within one line)

6 INVITATION CARD

(Note) Please enter the number of invitations/envelopes you wish to receive.


*Order unit is 100 copies

7 INVESTIGATION

MAXIMUM WEIGHT of exhibiting item KG

MAXIMUM HEIGHT of exhibiting item M

Will you use anchor bolts? [ ] Yes / [ ] No

Will you use water supply/compressed air/Gas? [ ] Yes / [ ] No

(Signature with date)

*Please copy this application form and keep it with you

FOR SECRETARIAT USE

受付日 席番 NO
SUBLEASING OF EXHIBITION SPACE

a. Floor plan will be decided by organizers according to exhibiting item, booth size, order of application, etc. The plan is to be opened at exhibitor orientation session on middle of September, 2015.

b. Subleasing of exhibition space will not be allowed unless written permission is granted by the Organizers.

SUPERVISION OF EXHIBITS

a. During the carrying-in, installation, exhibition and removal periods, supervision of your exhibits within booth shall be responsible by each Exhibitor.

b. Organizers will not be liable for any damage to exhibits, loss of property, or personal injury, its agents or employees through theft, damage by fire, accident, or other causes. Organizers require all Exhibitors to carry adequate insurance to protect against property loss and personal injury.

RESTRICTED MATERIALS

a. Hazardous materials, such as burners using gas, liquid or solid fuel, devices generating flames or fireworks, or objects with externally exposed heat sources are prohibited at the booth.

DEMONSTRATION OF EXHIBITS

a. In case it will have complaints over a particular demonstration, and nuisance thereof, suspension or restriction of demonstrations may be requested. Therefore, we recommend exhibitors to take steps to prevent their demonstrations from causing trouble to others.

b. In order to avoid interference with business talks conducted in neighboring booths, volume of public-address system and audio equipment shall be properly controlled.

c. Exhibitor agrees to take the necessary measures to safeguard visitors at the booth from any hazards associated with demonstration and exhibit equipment. Organizers will not be liable for any damage, accident, or injury caused to exhibitors or visitors.

REMOVAL AND RESTORATION

a. Exhibitors must remove all waste materials immediately after the exhibition, and restore to original state.

b. Waste materials left in the booths after the removal of exhibits and decorations must be carted away by each exhibitor. In case waste materials will be either left or discarded at the exhibition halls or grounds, Organizers reserve the right to remove them. Expenses incurred for their removal shall be borne by exhibitor.

BOOTH DECORATION AND ITS EXPENSE

a. Electrical power supply for illumination at the booth shall be supplied at exhibitor's expense.

b. Organizers will provide a detailed information of electrical power and water supply.

c. Electrical power supply, and water supply should be applied through order form. These will be borne by exhibitor.

INSPECTION

a. All plywood, hard board and pulp board must be flame-resistant by impregnation process acceptable to the Japanese Fire Defense Authority.

b. Exhibitor agrees to take inspection if necessary and follow instruction of the Japanese Fire Defense Authority.

CANCELLATION OR POSTPONEMENT OF EXHIBITION

a. Organizers reserve the right to cancel or postpone this exhibition if it will fail to take place as scheduled, will be interrupted, discontinued, or access is prevented due to any event beyond control of Organizers, including but not limited to the following : strike lockout injunction, act of war and economic factors. Organizers will not be responsible for the loss in such cases.

CHANGE OF CANCELLATION OF EXHIBIT CONTRACTS

For any changes or cancellations regarding booths already applied for, reasons must be submitted in writing and approval obtained by the event organizer.

The following cancellation fees will be incurred in the case that you cancel your exhibit.

Before the orientation day (Middle of September)  
50% of exhibit fee

After the orientation day  
100% of exhibit fee